
Fryerning Fisheries Opening Guidelines Valley Lakes 
First things first, distancing is something we all have to get used to and practice at all times, to 
keep safe and to stop the spread of the Virus. At all times this has got to be adhered to, you must 
keep a distance from fellow members, and the fishery team including the dogs. No petting or 
contact with the dogs. There will be no exceptions to this what so ever. 

Initially we will be open for a maximum stay of 47 hours. The gates will open at 12 noon for a 
maximum of two hours on a first come first served basis. 

***COVID-19 UPDATE 1ST JULY 2020 UNTILL FURTHER NOTICE*** 

With lockdown easing, we are making a few changes from 1st July 2020. 

Times you can enter/leave the fishery will still remain in place. 

So you can arrive between 12:00 - 20:30 and leave between 6:00am - 11:00am

MAXUIM STAY will go back to the normal 5 days. 

Day session anglers who are only fishing for the day, can arrive at 6:00am and leave 20:30 as 
usual. 

The Net dip will remain in place. So please use your own equipment for the time being. Make sure 
your equipment is dry before entering the premises. 

Catch reports are back to normal and will be relocated to out side of the toilet block. Please use the    
hand wipes provided.

Guest’s will be allowed by pre booking as usual.

The gates shall then be closed until 12 the following day. If there are spaces available the following 
day members will be allowed in. 

It is not acceptable to start queuing at the gate before 12. 

Once at the fishery you must not leave or have guest turn up, this includes going to the shops. This 
system will be revised as time goes on, but in the meantime we feel this is the fairest for all. 

Several areas have been made out of bounds arround fishery and this includes The Lodge swim, 
The Lodge itself and Howlers. The first available swim on the Main Lake will be The Chocolate 
finger (see map below). When going to your swim avoid walking close to other anglers. 

For the foreseeable future you are to use your Mats, nets and slings. These must be dry before 
entering the site and then dipped. The net dip is located outside the toilet/shower block. The dip 
must be used as shown in the video. Remember bio security is still very important at the fishery. 

The toilets are still in use but as always you must keep them clean and use either the disinfectant 
provided or your own to cleanse all surfaces you may have touched. This will ensure it shall stay a 
sterile safe area as possible. 



You will notice many areas of newly sewn grass around the fishery, please keep off these areas. 

Valley Lakes Swim Guide

1 x WRAP = 4 Yards or 1 x 12ft rod length.
Wrapping sticks must be used at 12ft apart.

At Fryerning we run all our lakes based on gentlemanly conduct and the guidelines above are an 
indicator of boundaries, with common sense being shown if the lakes are empty. At all times show 
respect to your fellow anglers and try and avoid spombing and marker floats before 10am. 

You can fish further than the shown boundaries shown but be prepared to reel in if an angler turns 
up whose water you are fishing.



Car Park Lake (swims 1 to 12) angling is halfway between yours and the next swim. If opposite 
swim is unoccupied then fishing across is allowed but you will have to reel in if it becomes 
occupied. 

1. Kings Corner

2. The Viper

3. Sunset

4.Hedge Bank

5.Hedge Point

6.Back Lay Bay

7.Reeds Alley

8. Cause Way

9. Little Point

 

10. Bird Bank

11. The View

12. Heron Way

Valley Lake (13 to 24)

13. Hidden Point

If an angler is in this swim it is not acceptable toast across there margin. This is for close range 
fishing only when the lake is quiet.

14. Guvoners Box



Six wraps straight in front.

15. The Slab

Nine wraps. 

16. Newts Corner

Nine wraps.

17. The Nook

Six wraps

18.The Nest

Six wraps

19. Haulers Corner

Nine wraps

20. 30 Yard Bar

Nine wraps

21. Log Swim

Up to the far margin.

22. Hatchery Bank

Far margin

23. Last Pool

Far margin

24. Monk Bank

8 wraps


